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Relieving Thangst:
		
A Cornucopia of
Sobriety
By Lyn P. Unity Hall, Sun City
Experience, Strength, and Hope
For People Struggling with Food Obsession
Avoiding the Avalanche this Holiday Season

The holidays can be a huge trigger for people
working on their obsession with food. So many events
of the season revolve around traditional foods cooked
with ingredients that we may be trying to avoid. We
might feel as if we are being “insulting” by not having
a piece of the famous family fudge or the rum-soaked
fruitcake.
There is a way to practice recovery from food
obsession without shame, blame or sabotage. It’s
possible to get through the holidays with your head held
high — even if you do taste the fudge or nibble on the
mashed potatoes. We are first and foremost human
beings. We aren’t expected to be perfect.
One of the primary principles of recovery is honesty.
We are encouraged to be as absolutely honest as
possible about our thoughts, feelings and behaviors.
Often, our truths are hidden behind a veil of denial
(Don’t Even Notice I Am Lying). A different perspective
can shed light on things that we cannot see behind that
veil.
Fresh, honest and valuable feedback about our
thoughts, feelings and behaviors is a key component
in fighting food obsession. Having a non-judgmental,
knowledgable, open-minded confidante is critical to
successful recovery. Whether you talk to a sponsor, a
therapist, a coach or a spiritual advisor, the important
thing is to share honestly and candidly about your
behavior.
The best gift you can give yourself this holiday
season is a “sponsor check-up.” If you don’t feel like
you can be completely honest with your sponsor about
what you plan to consume, or about where you may
have slipped, there will be no opportunity for valuable
feedback and enlightenment. If you feel like you
have to sugar-coat a situation or avoid discussing it
completely for fear of scornful reprimand, it may be

time to consider finding a new
sponsor. If punishment and
reprimand works for you, just
acknowledge that. The point
is to be completely honest
with yourself, your higher
power, and another human being.
If you intend to eat your mother’s special stuffing
at Thanksgiving, or you think you can’t pass up the
delicious pumpkin pie, talk about it. Make it part of
your food plan. Give yourself permission to explore
the effects of that on your body (which may manifest
several days later). If you intend to stick to no sugar,
no flour and minimal fats, talk about that, too. The
point is to be realistic about your choices, make
reasonable plans before you sit down at the table, and
be completely transparent about how well (or not) the
execution of your plan unfolded. Gift yourself with
accountability to another human being so the slip
doesn’t turn into an avalanche.
It’s a good idea to “bookend” which means going
to a meeting or calling someone both before and after
an event. Then you know you can take your recovery
along with you. Most AA clubhouses hold marathon
meetings on holidays. Most of all, remember, our
literature instructs, “We absolutely insist on enjoying
life. Decide which behaviors will contribute to that
enjoyment or which will render you full of remorse
Experiencing the holidays with a witness will help
get the skeletons out of the cupboards, the devil off
our shoulder, and the gravy off our plates. Having
a sponsor witness our deviations along with our
accomplishments takes the veil of denial out of the
kitchen and makes room for the master chef to create a
life we can really sink our teeth into.

by Karen VanDenBerg based on interview with Judi Hollis in May 2015

(c) 2015. Dr. Judi Hollis is a Licensed Family Therapist, author of several books and educational materials, motivational speaker, radio and television expert. Judi would love to
hear from you! You can ask Judi questions and access her materials, at www.judihollis.com or call 1-800-8-ENOUGH

Can you smell the aroma of the fresh-baked apple pie? How
about reveling in the taste of sweet, candied yams? Just look at
the concave peaks of mashed potatoes housing a dollop of melted
butter floating amid thick gravy. I’ll take a small portion, ensuring
room for the creamy Baily’s and coffee with my pie later on.
But first I’ll pour another shot of tequila. I can feel giddiness
washing over me. Yes, Aunt Sally, I can stop drinking any time I
choose, just not today. What do you mean I’m slurring my speech
and I appear wobbly? C’mon, let’s see how you do the chicken
dance!
Stealing away to the kitchen under the pretense of scrubbing
pots and pans, I’d visually scour the bottles lined up on the sink
like stalwart soldiers. Well, where’s Jose? He’ll help me wash
dishes. No more? Alrighty then, who’s going to the liquor store?
The liquor store is always open. We need more booze, people.
Booze!
Of course, holiday feasts and drinking alcohol to excess
makes for a bad gastronomical combination. Despite the
pleasant, imbibed distractions of watching football and playfully
supervising children, I tried hiding my drinking and the ensuing,
nauseating results. Bouncing off the walls, I thought that no one
would notice my frequent, ataxic sprints to the closest washroom.
I inevitably became immobilized on the washroom floor,
retching over the porcelain bowl propping me up. In my vague
holiday annals, someone always helped me to my feet and
lovingly escorted me to the guest room, leaving a small trash can
and a washcloth at bedside for incessant outbursts. Let’s not talk

about the next couple of excruciating days recovering from a
hellacious hangover. Frankly, I’m not sure why the holiday season
conjures up hellacious thoughts in my head. There may have been
a few familial disagreements throughout the years. Of late, I’m
estranged from my family.
No matter. These days, whether I’m being of service for an
hour, or all day, providing transportation to a meeting, making
coffee, handing newcomers a schedule and AA literature or
bringing fare to a potluck, AA’s cornucopia of sobriety blessings
fills a void with many new traditions. An unwieldy life-on-life’s
terms no longer preempts my holiday seasons. Before I shuffled
into AA, December 2010, I had nowhere else to go. Now I know
I’m welcome at any AA fellowship anywhere along the road of
happy destiny.
Have you ever overindulged in holiday feasts over the
course of the day and NOT gotten ill afterward? The experience
is a whole, new gratifying dimension. I suggest filing away
AA (marathon) meetings located near your holiday festivities.
Embrace AA and the fellowship as your personal, VIP, holiday
resource. We’ll even wrap it up for you: There’s a special seat here
for you and the coffee’s always on.
Sooo, have a happy holiday,
Always thank the cook.
Bow your head and pass the bread,
Take another look.
If you eat too much, count it well,
A blessing good and true.
Look in the mirror for it gets clearer,
The cornucopia is YOU.
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